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Here's what's new at NCRonline.org today: 

Latinos could transform faith's role in US politics

Vatican reorganization would be 'decisive shift,' says Cardinal Gracias

Column: Marching band full of life lessons in leadership, community

Column: Breaking up is hard to do

Column: Catholic bishops end synod with controversy and compromise

Mandated sex ed courses in Ugandan schools draw outrage 

At Global Sisters Report: 

When it comes to politics, sisters are dedicated to confronting pervasive
structures of oppression

Scottish inquiry: Children endured abuse at sister-run orphanages
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Q & A with Sr. Rosemarie Milazzo: 'Borders, in the end, cause all sorts of
problems'

Column: Keystone moments 

In other news around the web: 

Religion and Right-Wing Politics: How Evangelicals Reshaped Elections

House Democrats promise action on LGBTQ rights bill

Advertisement

Commentary: American Jews have feared this kind of attack for years, but
still kept their doors open. Here's why

First Person: A mass murder in Mr. Rogers’ neighborhood

The Pittsburgh synagogue shooting comes amid a years-long rise in anti-
Semitism

The Synagogue Shooting in Pittsburgh’s Squirrel Hill Was an Attack on
Sanctuary

A Broken Jewish Community

The Worst of Our Country—And the Best

Start your day inspired with daily Scripture reflections. Join NCR's sister publication,
Celebration, for Daily Bread, a series of short reflections written by four authors
who meet regularly to share the readings.

Or reflect on Pencil Preaching by Pat Marrin. Every morning Pat Marrin breaks
open the Word with a pencil sketch and a short meditation.
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